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Film and Discussion / Q&A with James Redford, Mark Decena, Director
& David Beckman, Executive Director of the Pisces Foundation

Executive Produced and Narrated by Robert Redford and Directed by award-winning filmmaker, Mark
Decena, WATERSHED tells the story of the threats to the once-mighty Colorado River and offers solutions for the future of the American West.
As the most dammed, dibbed, and diverted river in the world struggles to support thirty million people
and the peace-keeping agreement known as the Colorado River Pact reaches its limits, WATERSHED
introduces hope. Can we meet the needs of a growing population in the face of rising temperatures and
lower rainfall in an already arid land? Can we find harmony amongst the competing interests of cities,
agriculture, industry, recreation, wildlife, and indigenous communities with rights to the water?
Sweeping through seven U.S. and two Mexican states, the Colorado River is a lifeline to expanding populations and booming urban centers that demand water for drinking, sanitation and energy generation.
And with 70% of the rivers’ water supporting agriculture, the river already runs dry before it reaches its
natural end at the Gulf of California. Unless action is taken, the river will continue its retreat – a potentially catastrophic scenario for the millions who depend on it. The Redford Center created WATERSHED
as a inspirational social action tool for people who want to engage.

Reserve Your Seat Today! info@novatotheater.com or 415.539.7155

The Novato Theater Film Club
is a cinema society and your ticket
to discovering carefully selected
films in our local community. Club
members enjoy screenings ranging from traditional classics and
documentaries to contemporary
foreign and independent films.
The screenings will occasionally
include a guest speaker who is a
local expert in the subject matter
or a person who is affiliated with
the evening’s film. Each screening
will have a nominal donation and
include light refreshments.
Screening will have limited seating
and Club members have advance
notice to reserve first.

